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Systems Engineering for Train Control and Communications: People, Process & Product 

The increasing complexity of train control and communications systems, and the growing extent to 

which they are integrated with other railway sub-systems, makes a structured systems-based 

approach to engineering essential. A basic grounding in the discipline of systems engineering is now 

a vital component of the education of train control and communications engineers. 

In this seminar, organised with the help of of the International Council on Systems Engineering 

(INCOSE), expert speakers will explain why systems engineering is so important, what the 

fundamentals of systems engineering are and how these fundamentals may be applied to train 

control systems projects, illustrated with case studies from ETCS in Europe, Docklands Light Railway 

and elsewhere. The seminar will consider the people, process and product aspects of systems 

engineering, and in facilitated break-out sessions we will discuss the challenges and benefits of 

applying systems engineering to railway projects. In addition to hearing from the experts, there will 

be an opportunity, in facilitated breakout sessions, for delegates to discuss the challenges and 

benefits of applying systems engineering to railway projects and to contribute to the debate on how 

best to apply SE to train control and communications projects. 

The seminar is suitable for railway train control and communications engineers and other railway 

professionals with an interest in train control and communications at all stages of their careers. 

Timetable  

8:30 Arrival / Coffee 

9.00 Welcome and Introductions – Francis How, IRSE 

9.10 1. Keynote Presentation, Network Rail’s view on System’s Engineering – Jon Shaw, NR 

Jon will outline the systems engineering approach now being adopted by Network Rail for its 

£24Bn Railway Upgrade Plan for stations and infrastructure enhancements 

9.40 2. What is Systems Engineering? – Bruce Elliott, Altran 

Bruce will briefly review the history of SE before summarising the view of SE taken by the 

International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE). He will acknowledge the existence of 

superficially different views about what SE is but he show that there is very broad underlying 

agreement on some core ideas 

10.10 Break 

10.40 3. Docklands Light Railway – Geoff Mitchell, DLR and Karl King, Mott MacDonald 

Geoff and Karl will explain the importance and value of systems engineering in the delivery, 

delivery and continual asset management of a modern CBTC system using the Docklands 

Light Railway as an example. 

Particular emphasis will be placed on the importance of a clearly defined Concept of 

Operation and its central role in the system lifecycle. 



11.20 4. Beyond Systems Engineering in European ETCS Rollout – Oskar Stalder, OS Consulting and 

Markus Bolli, Suprexa 

Oskar and Markus will discuss the practical challenges of the V-model considering roles and 

rules in the EU context to make ETCS a success. They will look at the challenges of managing 

the complex organisation approaches and management of the multiple engineering 

processes as well as experiences of different networks and their specific approaches 

throughout Europe, including how Systems Engineering can help to overcome these 

challenges. 

12.00 Breakout Session: What are the potential benefits of Systems Engineering for signalling 

projects and what are the obstacles to applying Systems Engineering to signalling projects? – 

Karl King, Mott MacDonald 

• potential benefits of SE for signalling projects 

• obstacles to applying Systems Engineering to signalling projects 

• other remarks 

12.40 Lunch 

13:30 5.  Review of breakout session – Karl King, Mott MacDonald & Bruce Elliott, Altran 

We reconvene as one group. The nominated facilitator presents the consolidated output and 

facilitates a short general discussion to see if consensus can be reached on the principal 

benefits and obstacles. 

14:00 6. Systems Thinking for Optimising Signalling Design – Clive Roberts NS Felix Schmid, 

University of Birmingham 

The design of railway control systems involves many trade-offs and rule-based approaches 

tend to lead to suboptimal solutions since they do not make best use of all components of the 

system of systems. A number of national and international projects have developed system 

oriented modelling and simulation tools that allow optimisation at different levels of 

granularity. Clive and Felix will discuss the capability of some of the tools and will include 

case studies of small and large operations optimisation projects. 

14.40 7. Good Practice in Systems Engineering – Peter Parker, Siemens Rail 

Peter will present on examples of good practice of utilising systems engineering for delivering 

modern signalling systems from the perspective of an equipment manufacturer and supplier. 

15:20 Break 

15:50 8. Human Factors of Railway System – Elaine Thompson, Mott MacDonald 

Elaine will cover the importance of integrating human factors into the design of railway sub-

systems, and the risks of not considering the human element. Some case studies of previous 

work on both the in-cab and train control elements of the system will be presented. 

16.30 Conclusions – Bruce Elliott, Altran 

16.50 End / Networking 


